10th Anniversary Postcards
We are 10 years old this year.
Please help us set our editorial agenda for the next 10
years – send us a postcard responding to the following
commission:
“Imagine that it is the year 2050, and against the odds,
open and pluralist forms of democracy prevail over
vast swathes of the earth’s surface. What is the single
most welcome shift, expected or unexpected but
transformative, that made this happen in the
intervening years? What did that change have to
overcome? Talk about the world, or your own
neighbourhood, or anything in between.”
Send us just 250 words or less with a picture to illustrate it. Submit yours here.
(http://www.opendemocracy.net/node/add/postcard)

Rajni Bakshi (/author/rajni-bakshi)
Despair over the global crisis of democracy was rejected by those who entered adulthood in
the second decade of the 21st century. Perceiving the need for a change in the operating
system of democracy young people in nations across the world worked in different fields to
foster a cultural shift not merely a regime change. Striving for moral renewal and restoration
of community structures – based on equity and dignity for all – these energies acted as a
counter to two domineering forces of the previous century – the pervasive State and allpowerful Capital. The most profound changes were wrought by those who did not set out to
solve problems. Instead they did what it takes to build and nurture a civilization based on
respect for all life forms.

(/postcard/rajni-bakshi)
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Alexei Levinson (/authors/alexei-levinson)
As in the whole world, democracy has emerged victorious in Russia.

(/postcard/alexei-levinson)

Vandana Shiva (/author/vandana-shiva)
'The year 2050 saw diversity, freedom, pluralism and open societies grow because in 2011,
from Tunisia and Egypt, to Libya and India, ordinary citizens discovered their power to act,
their "shakti". Earth Democracy started to flourish because across the world , people
rediscovered their Earth citizenship and recognised they are part of one Earth Family'

(/postcard/vandana-shiva)
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Cassandra Balchin (/author/cassandra-balchin)
The shifts were already happening in the early 2000s: simultaneously in different parts of the
world many rights activists had become fed up with banging their heads on the walls of law
and policy reform. It was expensive, state-centred, involved convincing the powerful which
just bolstered their power. Instead, activists started focusing more on attitudes and behaviour.
After decades of critiquing the behaviour of others, they started first changing their own
behaviour and encouraging people immediately around them, in their families and
neighbourhoods, to question theirs too. Far more difficult but much more transformative. It
wasn’t a religious process (although for some religion played a positive role) but it was a shift
in ethics that helped build a critical mass which made absolutism irrelevant and transformed
structures. It had nothing to do with the British Government’s Big Society concept: millions
were already engaged in voluntary work and the Big Society was not about transforming
society towards pluralist democracy. But the global financial crisis did play a role because it
forced activists who had lost secure donor funding to focus on the most effective priorities, on
mobilisation, autonomy, contextual solutions and above all on understanding how change
happens.

(/postcard/cassandra-balchin)
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Anna Sevortian (/authors/anna_sevortian)
One quarter of a century earlier than openDemocracy, on 12 May 1976, the Moscow Helsinki
Group was born. It emerged from a dissident idea which reasoned that citizen groups can
and should observe governments’ compliance with international human rights agreements. It
was a movement that transformed the world and our understanding of politics. If there is one
thing we have learnt from this history, it is that the single most powerful way to progress is
greater intellectual freedom and open exchange of ideas and information. openDemocracy
will play a central role in delivering that, right up to 2050.

(/postcard/anna-sevortian)

Patrice de Beer (/author/patrice-de-beer)
What you are asking from me is even more difficult than predicting the past, a past which is
ever rewritten by politicians and “thinkers” in search of self vindication.
The shift I would imagine – and hope for – in 2050 would be that social
rules would become more equitable within nations AND among them in a world subjected to
ever growing income and social inequalities between the haves, have less (i.e. the middle
classes) and the have nots. The lessening of social inequalities and of the arrogance of those
who want more and more at the cost of giving less and less IS the prerequisite to long term
peace among nations and to stability – not to talk about happiness – within our own societies.
And a crucial condition to the long term success of globalisation as a way towards fulfilling
hopes of peoples and nations and not the greed of a few.

(/postcard/patrice-de-beer)

“I know my place”, The Frost Report,1966

Nahla Valji (/author/nahla-valji)
In 2050, whilst the world continues to grapple with real challenges, it does so within real and
representative democracies.
Demands for democracy which began on the streets of the Arab region in 2011, with women
standing side-by-side men, were seized as a moment of transformation, and through
domestic and international activism women's rights to equal representation were secured.
The catalytic events spread throughout the region, building the momentum for gradual shifts
elsewhere - and with these changes, a simultaneous shattering of attitudes and political
obstacles that had prevented women from fully and meaningfully participating in public life.
Today, it is inconceivable that there was ever a time when the decisions of states and the
international community—which impact us all -- were ever made by only one part of humanity.

(/postcard/nahla-valji)

Revolutions in the Arab World

Iannis Carras (/authors/iannis-carras)

And then they began to speak with tongues. And the multitude came together, and were
confounded, because every man heard them speak in his own language. And they were all
amazed and marvelled, saying how is it that we hear every man in our own tongue?
Technologically engendered instant translation will transform conversation, and hence our
understanding of one another. A chip in the ear, and we will comprehend on the cheap,
reducing transaction costs to collective decision making… a road map for open democracy

within and between societies.
And what will have been overcome? Babel? Perhaps even human nature itself?

(/postcard/iannis-carras)
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Tibor Dessewffy (/author/tibor-dessewffy)
In 2050 network logic, what so many bestsellers advocate nowadays - will be fully fledged and that is going to change, well, everything.
It may seem like a pompous statement - but those of us who are old enough to remember the
world 39 years ago can testify that, indeed, everything was different then. As the network
effect with digital technology began to turn over unprecedented competencies to citizens,
instead of mass communication, the average Jane and Joe could select their own media
consumption, their personal interaction and most of the knowledge they obtain. That changed
how business and politics was done. In later decades new and innovative forms of civic
engagement became be the rule, not the exception— not because the noble notions of the
Enlightenment required that it was so, but simply because politics was pushed in that
direction. By liberating the potential for mass creativity we may be able to cope with the
tremendous challenges of the second part of our century. This might be essential because
some of the challenges are springing from the very same disembeddednes and deauthorization process which are an integral part of the operation of the digital networks.

(/postcard/tibor-dessewffy)

Monty Python: Always Look on the Bright Side of Life " If life seems jolly rotten, there's
something you've forgotten..."

Lesley Abdela (/author/lesley-abdela)
It is 2050, OpenDemocracy’s 49th Birthday. Over half of the world’s leading Decision-makers
are now women, many of them with backgrounds in human rights advocacy, environmental

sciences and peace-building. As historians tell it, the big shift to pluralist democracy came
about once the International Community recognised that men on their own are no good at
achieving peace after deadly conflicts. Throughout the last years of the 20th Century into the
first decade of this century most wars broke out again within 10 years. The big shift came in
2020 with an international agreement that henceforth no international treaty or peace
agreement was valid unless at least half the mediators, negotiators and signatories were
women, and no election results for presidents, prime ministers or parliaments would be
recognised unless at least 50% of candidates were women. This led to many imaginative
forms of inclusiveness for other groups and to root-and-branch new ways of doing things.
Women insisted peace-building should no longer be left to power-group elites but through
meaningful participation at village and community level upwards. Governments replaced
Defence Ministries with Ministries for Peace and Human Security focused on freedom from
fear and freedom from want. There have been border skirmishes but no major deadly conflict
in the past decade.
Once all countries followed Norway’s lead that women must be at least 40% of all Boards,
economic and financial policies shifted too. Communism and capitalism alike gradually gave
way under the press of feminist economics (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feminist_economics) . Womenled business corporations have become more human-friendly. Women have led the new
grass-roots approaches to use of the world’s resources – especially water, the root cause of
many of the world’s most intractable conflicts. Another major shift came about with financially
favourable terms for arms manufacturers to switch to energy conservation and other peaceful
and productive technologies. Empowerment of women also resulted in the much-needed
drop in numbers in the world population with their slogan – ‘every baby a wanted baby’.
Following the rash of early 21st Century ‘Face-book’ revolutions, old- fashioned male-led
hierarchical international organisations such as the EU, UN, World Bank etc. became
obsolete, replaced by new channels and social communities for international interaction and
communication. China’s women led their country to a uniquely Chinese version of pluralist
democracy. America’s Latino, Black, White, Jewish, Muslim women and women from across
other groups transformed national politics from plutocracy to a participatory pluralist
democracy. A big block to overcome were intolerant attitudes and the fanaticism of a
generation of young men who grew up in the early part of the 21st Century indoctrinated by
religious leaders – the use of physical and psychological intimidation was hard to combat.
This changed once women in large numbers became leaders of the world’s religions and
once religions were excluded from political power (Pope Joan has decided to live in a modest
cottage in Tuscany where she manages an organic farm part-time).
PS. Even the British Liberal Democrat party at last achieved a gender balance of women
ministers and MPs, mainly as a result of a merger with the Green Party, following a year as
partner in the Green-led Coalition Government voted in as a result of a truly proportional
representation/single transferable vote system.

(/postcard/lesley-abdela)

November 1980, Lesley’s first public speech when she founded the all-Party 300 Group for
more women in politics at Methodist Central Hall Westminster.

Ian Christie (/author/ian-christie)
In the first decade of the 21st century there were fears that the post-1989 surge of
democratisation had ended and could go into reverse. Now, in 2050, forms of open society
and democracy hold sway across most of the Earth. Looking back, it is clear that global
communications and the rise of the Internet and mobile telephony have played a big part in
this change - as expected by many forecasters in 2010. But the transformation that
relaunched the globalisation of democracy was completely unexpected: the democratic
cultural revolution in China. By 2020 China had surpassed the USA in economic weight, and
this fateful moment was accompanied with other forces for change in the new superpower:
the explosive growth of the middle classes ; the adoption of English as the second language,
aiding Chinese projection of soft power and also opening up society still more to external
influence; the impossibility of clamping down on the Internet and mobile communications; the
rising demand for sustainable environmental policies and better quality of life; the outrage at
corruption. All these forces generated demand for a more open society and democratisation.
Finally, there was the rise of the younger factions in the ruling Party who argued for a 'total
surpassing' of the USA (increasingly mired in violent culture wars and economic failure) -

including outdoing the USA as the torchbearer for democracy. The Second Cultural
Revolution (2025-2035) was peaceful - a Chinese 'glasnost' based on the security of being
the global economic superpower - and transformative. Cooperation with and emulation of
China - including its new democracy - were seen as the keys to success by developing
nations worldwide. The transformation is being hailed by some Chinese intellectuals, echoing
Fukuyama in 1990, as the 'end of history' ...

(/postcard/ianchristie)

National Geographic image of China: soft power and peace and the open hand....

Bill Thompson (/author/bill-thompson)
The change, when it came, was small enough, modifying Article 19 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights to add to the right to freedom of opinion and expression, the
right to unencumbered access to an unfiltered Internet on which the principles of net
neutrality are protected by law.
The floodgates opened then, because open networks sustain and support open societies,
and the free exchange of bits can underpin many other forms of freedom.

(/postcard/billthompson)
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Philippe Marlière (/author/philippe-marli%C3%A8re)

Capitalism as an economic system of production, as well as an ideology that produced social
norms and shaped behaviours, was declared bankrupt ten years ago. Only parts of China
remain capitalist today. Between 2030 and 2040, all civil societies carried out peaceful
revolutions against the old regime. Karl Marx had long ago predicted that the collapse of
capitalism was inevitable because it had within itself the flaws that would destroy itself. He
was right although his prophecy took more time to materialise that he initially reckoned. At
stake was the reclaiming of citizens’ democracy – only formal and flawed under capitalist
regimes – and the defence of life on earth imperilled by the relentless aggressions against
humankind, living species and the environment. The large majority of countries which have
opted out of their capitalist chains, have rapidly established egalitarian and safe societies.

International relations have largely become peaceful: there are no more imperialist wars and,
therefore, terrorist attacks against the ‘West’ have ceased altogether.
More importantly, the egalitarian ethos of the new post-capitalist societies has put an end to
the millenarian male domination over our societies. All workers now receive an income
according to their actual merit and work. Consequently, traditionally male dominated activities
(politics, business) are now largely being managed by more dynamic and more competent
female workers. New strictly enforced laws about pay equality in the workplace have seen a
growing number of men adopt a more relaxed attitude to work. For the first time in modern
history, there are more stay at home fathers than mothers.

(/postcard/philippemarli%C3%A8re)

Stay home fathers having a BBQ

Teivo Teivainen (/author/teivo-teivainen)

Once privatization had transformed enough public spaces into parts of the capitalist economy,
the inherently political nature of the economic became more visible. A major ideological
contradiction of capitalism emerged.
First, the weak signs included the alterglobalization protest movements, the vague corporate
social responsibility talk, the fact that Amnesty International decided to enter economic and
social rights. These were expressions of the gradual erosion of the economic neutrality
doctrine of capitalism, even if at first without that much apparent impact on struggles over
hegemony.
The transformations of the 2030s and 2040s did not take place because the capitalists finally
decided that they needed to start a process of democratization. It was rather the fact that
when they first accepted to talk about things like corporate responsibility at the very beginning
of the century, they almost without noticing took a step away from their traditional comfort
zone of economic neutrality. Once the democratization movements learned to take advantage
is this, the legitimacy of maintaining antidemocratic decision-making mechanisms in the
economic institutions nose-dived. An intense period of civil disobedience, electoral victories,
riots, neighborhood study circles and mutual learning between movements on global
democratization strategies followed. More should follow.
Love & peace,
Teivo

(/postcard/teivo-teivainen)
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Nikolaj Nielsen (/authors/nikolaj_nielsen)
By 2050, a global system that guarantees the equitable distribution of resources - of water, of

land, of energy, and of food. But first, all risk-aversion schemes that underpin our fears and
spin off so many absurdities have been binned. No more military, no more securities markets,
or insurance plans meant to keep us safe and in constant fear. With the removal of corporate
and state centric interests – genuine democracy could finally have the space to prevail.

(/postcard/nikolaj-nielsen)

Faisal Devji (/author/faisal-devji)
Our biggest obstacle was the Left. In its efforts to defend and at most reclaim some of the
welfare state’s vanishing benefits, the Left had come to represent the most conservative and,
quite literally, reactionary force in modern politics. Unable to imagine a future that was not
theological and indeed monotheistic in its linear and redemptive utopianism, the Left’s dead
hand had to be lifted before new forms of political thought and action could emerge. But this
only happened by accident.
When as a result of the continuing financial crisis, the BRICS countries decided to cut their
losses and switch from the US dollar to the Euro as a reserve currency, the immediate
consequence was to wrest economic power from the grip of nation states. This made for a
geopolitical realignment, where Europe’s newly buoyant currency translated not into the EU’s
political dominance, but rather its greater dependence on Asian markets and industry.
Betrayed by Europe’s abandonment of the dollar, and faced with the refusal of Asia and
Africa to underwrite her debts, the United States lost economic dominance. This meant that it
suddenly became possible to think about human inter-connectedness by way of a more
egalitarian politics. Did this mark the victory of capitalism? If so it was a victory for Leninism
as well, since what then commenced was the withering away of the state. New kinds of
struggles and new forms of political consciousness could now emerge.

(/postcard/faisal-devji)
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Saeed Rahnema (/author/saeed-rahnema)

Today, democracy prevails all over the Middle East: people freely elect their leaders, a vibrant
civil society is active in all aspects of life, intellectuals and artists have enshrined rights to free

expression, trade unions actively participate in collective bargaining, the media are free and
independent, women can wear whatever they choose, and full and equal citizenship is
bestowed on women and ethnic and religious minorities. Massive oil and gas revenues
provide for free education, public health and social services. The MENAU (Middle East North
African Union), which includes Israel and the Palestinian state, takes full advantage of
economic integration and the free movement of labour and capital. Museums display relics
and garments of religious fundamentalisms, along with Slabs from the Israeli wall.
It is unimaginable that only forty years ago, dictators of all kinds roamed the region, foreign
powers were engaged in multiple wars, and Islamic fundamentalists imposed their
obscurantist views. Israel was ruled by a coalition of hawks and fundamentalists, and
Palestinians were engulfed in internal strife, corruption and religious fanaticism.
A series of events changed that situation. The American superpower, along its neo-liberal
ideology, weakened. Iranians toppled the Islamist regime. In Arab countries secularism
flourished and Islamism, along with authoritarian rules backed by western powers rapidly
waned. Palestinians and Israelis signed a peace deal and created two states within the 1967
borders.
Nearly 40 years ago, in 2011, it would have been (political) science fiction to imagine any of
this happening.
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Michael Edwards (/author/michael-edwards)
Looking back from 2050, it seems strange to think that personal change and politics were
once seen as separate worlds. Who knows exactly when the tipping point occurred, but
around 2025, and spurred on by spiraling inequalities, rising corporate influence, civil society
action and the imperatives of climate change, large numbers of people began to place
solidarity at the heart of their decision-making instead of competition, and to see democracy
as a way to use and share power in liberating ways. One hundred years after the birth of the
Civil Rights movement in the USA, Martin Luther King’s “beloved community” finally started to
shape itself in deep democracy’s embrace.

(/postcard/michael-edwards)

Nitasha Kaul (/authors/nitasha-kaul)
The decades up to 2050 witnessed intensified struggles over Food-Oil-Climate-Identity
(FOCI). As these issues became more vexed, they were impacted by recurring natural
disasters and a technological coding of the earth and humanity, with corresponding changes
in subjectivity and consciousness of space and self. As a result, states explored radical
options that finally enabled a free movement of people across the globe. This transformative
shift changed the nature of society and politics in a much more democratic direction.
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Richard Barbrook (/author/richard-barbrook)
By 2050, as predicted by Karl Marx, the global ubiquity of political democracy and civil rights
will have created the preconditions for victory in the next great struggle of humanity
(http://www.classwargames.net/?page_id=149) : the emancipation of labour from the tyranny of capital.

(/postcard/richard-barbrook)
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